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YewdaleDefiant® Roller Blinds

R20 Sidewinder

Standard Bottom Bar Featured

BIM model 
available

933019W
Bracket cover 32mm
933029W
Bracket cover 40mm
933039W
Bracket cover 45mm

918003S
Wire

918011
Wire clamp

918008
Side guiding bezel

OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S Tear drop bottombar
938312W/B/S Endcap
938313W/B/S Side guiding adapter

938021 Barrel 32mm
938024 Barrel 40mm
938027 Barrel 45mm

938120W
Bottombar plastic

933015W/G/BL/BR
Universal end set 32mm
933025W
Universal end set 40mm
933035W
Universal end set 45mm

(available in black, brown,
grey andwhite in 32mm)

938170W
Bottombar

end cap

913680S
Metal chain

938280
P-clip

913680S
Metal chain

926325W
Back bar top fix bracket

933016W
Control bracket
32mm (back bar)
933026W
Control bracket
40mm (back bar)
933036W
Control bracket
45mm (back bar)

933010W
Back bar screw

926325W
Back bar top fix bracket

938031W
Aluminiumback bar

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S

Tear drop bottombar
938312W/B/S

Endcap

938314W
Lug

6200W
Aluminium
Channel

Roller Blind Specification Guide

Model Min  
Width

Max  
Width

Max  
Drop

Max  
M2

R20 Sidewider 200 3450 4250 6.5

R20 Sidewinder 
Features:
The YewdaleDefiant® R20 sidewinder roller blind 
incorporates Slipstream® Technology (patent 
pending) and has a metal control chain as 
standard. There are white metal universal 
brackets for face, top or side fixing with a 32mm, 
40mm or 45mm grooved aluminium barrel, 
depending on the size of the blind and fabric 
weight. Fabric is locked into a groove in the barrel, 
and features a white plastic bottom bar as 
standard. The bottom bar is covered with fabric at 
the front.

Benefits:
Strength and simplicity make the R20 the first 
choice for a vast range of applications. The choice 
of barrel size means that the blind is always 
ideally matched to window size for optimum 
performance. Vandal resistant features includes 
Slipstream®: a friction reducing technology - 
smooth action operation, air cooled design and 
double spring function - providing you with 
enhanced hold, exceptional long life properties 
and advanced chain loading. Metal control chain, 
fabric locked into the barrel and bottom bar, and 
sturdy, attractive metal brackets with covers.

Approved to work with the YewdaleKestrel® 
Anti-Ligature system.

Options:
32mm Slipstream® mechanisms in black, silver or 
brown; Extension brackets and bracket covers; 
Plastic control chain; Alternative bottom bars 
including fully fabric covered in aluminium or 
plastic, and Tear Drop aluminium in black, silver 
or white; Wire side-guiding system; White 
aluminium back bar; Channel side-guiding 
system; Fascia.

Specification:
The YewdaleDefiant® R20 sidewinder roller blind 
incorporating Slipstream® Technology for 
enhanced hold, advanced loading and exceptional 
long life properties as manufactured by Yewdale, 
+44 (0)1268 570900. Flame retardant fabric from 
the YewdaleDefiant® range, locked into grooved 
32/40/45mm aluminium barrel along with white 
plastic bottom bar. Slipstream® Technology 
sidewinder control with metal control chain and 
white plastic bracket covers.

This product range 
comes with a full 
Lifetime Warranty 
as standard.

W
arranty

Find this product 
on NBS Source


